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Examine the ins and outs of OpenDoc technology and
programming in this authoritative resource guide.
Potential problems, such as upgrading existing software,
are discussed and realistic solutions provided. A major
section introduces the use of OpenDoc with OLE. A brief
overview of SOM is included.
Need answers quickly? Adobe Photoshop CC on
Demand provides those answers in a visual step-by-step
format. We will show you exactly what to do through lots
of full color illustrations and easy-to-follow instructions.
Includes • Online Workshops that focus on real-world
techniques • Online Adobe certification resources for
both ACE and ACA • More than 500 essential
Photoshop CC tasks Inside the Book • Improve
productivity and efficiency with Adobe Creative Cloud •
Use automatic saving options for better efficiency and
protection • Use automatic layer alignment and blending
to work with objects • Use Adobe Camera Raw to
enhance or correct a photo • Use content-aware options
for scaling and fill • Create eye-catching images with
special effect filters • Select and modify one or more
shapes at the same time • Create character and
paragraph styles to manage and use text • Transform
video in Photoshop just like an image • Create and
manipulate 3D models using presets and custom options
Numbered Steps guide you through each task See Also
points you to related information in the book Did You
Know alerts you to tips and techniques Illustrations with
matching steps Tasks are presented on one or two
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pages Bonus Online Content Register your book at
queondemand.com to gain access to: • Workshops and
related files • Keyboard shortcutsVisit the author site:
perspection.com
Put your Shockwave movies on the Web, fast! Get
expert advice from top Shockwave creators, learn the
newest Director techniques for Shockwave, use new
Lingo and HTML commands to optimize performance on
the Web, and explore sample Shockwave movies and
more!
Offers a tutorial for using Apple's scripting language to
increase productivity, script workflow projects, build
custom graphics, and integrate data from FileMaker Pro.
Get the most from all the modules of Works with this upto-date guide. From the word processor to spreadsheet
to database to communications package, this book
guides you through the details of the software. Includes
tips and insights, and hints for using Works more
efficiently. Includes Pull-Out Reference Card.
Explains how use AppleScript, the native scripting
language for Macintosh, to automate a variety of daily
computing tasks and workflow processes, explaining
how to interpret dictionary files, use coercions to
streamline scripts, debug and troubleshoot, and more.
Original. (Advanced)
The essential guide to using AppleScript to control operations
of the Macintosh Finder. Apple scripting language is like a
"super macro" language that allows different programs to
work together. With the information in this book, AppleScript
can be used by programmers and power users to create even
more powerful and integrated work environments.
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A complete guide including detailed information on using the
new Netscape 2.0 interface, understanding dynamic
documents, using enhanced svrnd-file capabilities, and
learning the new Java-based scripting language.
AppleScript in a Nutshell is the first complete reference to
AppleScript, the popular programming language that gives
both power users and sophisticated enterprise customers the
important ability to automate repetitive tasks and customize
applications. As the Macintosh continues to expand and
solidify its base in the multimedia and publishing industries,
AppleScript is the tool of choice on this platform for creating
sophisticated time- and money-saving workflow applications
(applets). These applets automate the processing and
management of digital video, imaging, print, and web-based
material. AppleScript is also gaining a foothold in scientific
programming, as technical organizations adopt G4 CPUbased systems for advanced computing and scientific
analysis. Finally, "power users" and script novices will find
that AppleScript is a great everyday Mac programming tool,
similar to Perl on Windows NT or Unix.In this well-organized
and concise reference, AppleScript programmers will find:
Detailed coverage of AppleScript Version 1.4 and beyond on
Mac OS 9 and Mac OS X. Complete descriptions of
AppleScript language features, such as data types, flowcontrol statements, functions, object-oriented features (script
objects and libraries), and other syntactical elements.
Descriptions and hundreds of code samples on programming
the various "scriptable" system components, such as the
Finder, File Sharing, File Exchange, Network scripting, Web
scripting, Apple System Profiler, the ColorSync program, and
the numerous powerful language extensions called "osax" or
scripting additions.Most other AppleScript books are
hopelessly out of date. AppleScript in a Nutshell covers the
latest updates and improvements with practical, easy to
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understand tips, including: Using AppleScript as a tool for
distributed computing, an exciting development that Apple
Computer calls "program linking over IP." Programmers can
now do distributed computing with Macs over TCP/IP
networks, including controlling remote applications with
AppleScript and calling AppleScript methods on code libraries
that are located on other machines. Using the Sherlock find
application to automate web and network searching. Insights
on scripting new Apple technologies such as Apple Data
Detectors, Folder Actions, Keychain Access, and Apple
Verifier.AppleScript in a Nutshell is a high-end handbook at a
low-end price--an essential desktop reference that puts the
full power of this user-friendly programming language into
every AppleScript user's hands.
A guide to Adobe Photoshop CS2 covers such topics as
hardware and software configuration, layering options,
generating templates, printing images, and automating
Photoshop jobs.
Photoshop is an immensely complex program with thousands
of menus, commands, and tools. Even experienced users
cannot remember how to access the myriad features of
Photoshop.
No matter how much Mac experience you have, Mac OS X
Leopard requires that you get reacquainted. This little guide is
packed with more than 300 tips and techniques to help you
do just that. You get all details you need to learn Leopard's
new features, configure your system, and get the most out of
your Mac. Pronto. Mac OS X Leopard Pocket Guide offers an
easy-to-read format for users of all levels. If you're a Mac
newcomer, there's a Survival Guide that explains how to
adapt, and a chapter on Mac OS X's key features.
Experienced Mac users can go right to the heart of Leopard
with chapters on system preferences, applications and
utilities, and configuring. In all, plenty of tables, concise
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descriptions, and step-by-step instructions explain: What's
new in Leopard, including the Time Machine How to use
Leopard's totally revamped Finder All about Spaces and how
to quickly flip between them How to search for and find things
with Spotlight How to use Leopard's enhanced Parental
Controls Handy keyboard shortcuts to help you be more
efficient Quick tips for setting up and configuring your Mac to
make it your own If you're ready to tame Apple's new cat, this
is the guide you want.

7 books in 1 - your key to taming the Panther! Your onestop guide to setting up OS X and using the latest
Panther features Wow - a whole set of OS X guides
under one cover! All the new stuff is here, like iChat AV,
Fast User Switching, and all the iLife(TM) applications
including iTunes??4, Expose, and the latest incarnations
of the Finder(TM) and Apple Mail??. Customize your
Panther, explore the digital hub, check into AirPort, and
enjoy it all! The Dummies Way * Coverage of the
essentials and beyond * Explanations in plain English *
"Get in, get out" information * Thumbtabs and other
navigation aids * Tear-out cheat sheet * A dash of humor
and fun Discover how to: * Navigate OS X and run
programs * Make repairs with Disk Utility * Set up
multiuser accounts * Use iTunes and iPod(TM) * Expand
Internet storage with iDisk * Upgrade your internal hard
drive
Show how to run a Macintosh efficiently and quickly by
optimizing performance, covering such topics as
cleaning up files, uninstalling programs, cleaning up the
Dock, preventing spam, updating hardware, and
improving security.
Designing Multimedia Web Sites approaches topics and
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tasks not from a technological point of view, but with a
task-oriented approach. The book focuses on what you
want to accomplish on a Web site, describing the best
way to get to that goal. Whether you want to add simple
animated icons to your site or redesign it from the ground
up, Designing Multimedia Web Sites will give you the
skills you need to take your Web site to the next level.
The companion Mac & Windows CD-ROM includes
examples of well-designed Web multimedia: animations,
QuickTime movies, Shockwave files, and more; demos
of multimedia applications such as Director Infini-D,
Premiere, and SoundEdit; essential tools such as
GifBuilder, GIF Construction Set, flattenMooV, and DSoundPro.
Adobe Creative Suite 3 has fantastic tools for minimizing
the drudgery of graphics production work: The key is to
make your computer and Photoshop, Illustrator, and
InDesign do rote tasks for you. And although the concept
of automation may sound intimidating, it doesn’t have to
be. Learn what automation is, why it’s as natural as
breathing, and how it can take over routine work, freeing
you up to be creative. · Combine customer data with
graphics for personalized communications · Customize
hundreds or even thousands of illustrations or layouts in
one pass · Record tasks with macro-like Actions in
Photoshop and Illustrator, then reuse them with multiple
files · Learn how scripting languages like AppleScript and
JavaScript can automate complex workflows, even ones
with varying conditions
Apple's definitive guide to the powerful AppleScript
scripting language, thisbook provides essential
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information for Macintosh power users and
programmerswho want to use AppleScript to write new
scripts, modify existing scripts, orwrite scriptable
applications.
Offers hands-on production techniques and explanations
of the concepts needed to build Photoshop CS projects.
This title deals with topics such as managing color,
getting scans, correcting tones and colors, and others. It
features topics such as nonsquare pixel support,
Photomerge technology, and others.

One-stop reference helps you get the most out of
AppleScript and Automator One of the handiest
ways to streamline your workload is to automate
some of your most routine computer tasks. Mac
users are lucky in that they have AppleScript and
Automator automation tools built right in. This
comprehensive guide shows you how to tap both
these useful Mac features for Mac OS X and
regularly perform such tasks as extracting unread emails from your Mail, scheduling workflows, and
manually recording actions to create new automated
routines. Brings you up to speed on Apple's built-in
automation tools for Mac OS X, including a more
thorough look at Automator than in many books, and
shows you how you can automate many of your
most repetitive or error-prone tasks Explains how to
automate aspects of some of your favorite Mac
features, such as iCal, Mail, iPhoto, iTunes, and
iDVD Covers how to manipulate files and folders;
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work with PDFs, emails, and Web pages; schedule
workflows; set up watch folders; create and use
variables; manually record actions; and create
AppleScripts that further automate functions The
instruction in this detailed guide will help you
increase your productivity using Automator and
AppleScript. Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other
supplementary materials are not included as part of
eBook file.
For more than 40 years, Computerworld has been
the leading source of technology news and
information for IT influencers worldwide.
Computerworld's award-winning Web site
(Computerworld.com), twice-monthly publication,
focused conference series and custom research
form the hub of the world's largest global IT media
network.
AppleScript is an English-like, easy-to-understand
scripting language built into every Mac. AppleScript
can automate hundreds of AppleScript-able
applications, performing tasks both large and small,
complex and simple. Learn AppleScript: The
Comprehensive Guide to Scripting and Automation
on Mac OS X, Third Edition has been completely
updated for Mac OS X Snow Leopard. It's all here,
with an emphasis on practical information that will
help you solve any automation problem—from the
most mundane repetitive tasks to highly integrated
workflows of complex systems. Friendly enough for
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beginners, detailed enough for advanced
AppleScripters Includes major contributions from
expert AppleScripters: Emmanuel Levy, Harald
Monihart, Ian Piper, Shane Stanley, Barry
Wainwright, Craig Williams, and foreword by
AppleScript inventor, William Cook
* Written by New York graphic design professional
Chandler McWilliams, this is the first book about
Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator design scripting on
the market * Discusses scripting procedures and
techniques for Photoshop and Illustrator using
JavaScript * Explains how to automate tasks such as
linking graphics to a database, transforming images,
and performing batch processes * Features more
than 500 fully annotated screenshots, expanded
introductions, and tips with real-life examples * CDROM contains code examples, a fully searchable
version of the book, and sample Combining clear,
step-by-step screen shots with minimal text, our five
Visual series are the ultimate resources for visual
learners, who represent up to forty percent of your
customers. Teach Yourself VISUALLY guides help
computer users get up to speed on a wide range of
office productivity, graphics, and Web design
software. Offering significantly more coverage than
our Simplified series, these books provide real-world
tips and illustrate basic and intermediate level
techniques using crisp full-color screen shots. Visual
Blueprints apply the proven Visual formula to
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professional-level programming, Web development,
and networking tips. Each two-color guide includes
self-contained two-page lessons, covering more than
100 key topics, accompanied by practical tips and
code samples as well as examples and bonus
software on CD-ROM.
Instructor resources CD-ROM contains instructor's
manual, syllabus, PowerPoint presentations, figures
from the text, solutions to exercises, test bank and
test engine, data files for students, and additional
activities for students.
This book is the second edition of a critically
acclaimed reference. AppleScript is a scripting
language allowing users add functionality to the Mac
operating system, automating tasks, adding
functions, making things easier. It’s popular
because it’s available for free on any Mac operating
system, and it is easy to pick up and use, so it is
within the bounds of any fairly proficient Mac user,
not just developers. The new edition offers a
complete guide to using AppleScript, from beginning
steps, right up to the professional level - nothing is
left out. This edition is updated to support
AppleScript 1.10/Mac OS X Tiger.
Apple's definitive guide to scripting additions. A companion
volume to AppleScript Language Guide, this book provides all
the information a programmer needs to begin writing effective
scripting additions. The guide contains an introduction to
scripting additions, a complete reference to the commands,
and a chapter on writing scripting additions.
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InfoWorld is targeted to Senior IT professionals. Content is
segmented into Channels and Topic Centers. InfoWorld also
celebrates people, companies, and projects.
A guide to the desktop publishing and page layout program
covers manipulation of text and graphics, working with
palettes, integrating with Photoshop, and customizing with
AppleScript and Visual Basic.
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